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HISTORICAL NOTES ON BLOOD PLATELETS

By LEANDRO M. TOCANTINS, M.D.

Q N MARCH 7, 1841, at a session of the “Acad#{233}mie des Sciences” of Paris during

an account of studies on the microscopy of blood, Donn#{233}’ stated in clear terms

that there existed in the blood, red and white globules and little globules (“globu-

lins”). There seems to be no earlier record of the recognition of the platelet as a formed

element of the blood. Later, in his book “Cours de Microscopie,” Donn#{233}2repeated

and amplified his original description. Although his interpretation of the origin

of the “globulins” (the lymph) was erroneous, the substance and manner of his

opening statement indicates that he had clearly recognized the existence of a dis-

tinct morphologic element (fig. i). Signs of awareness of the presence in the blood

of forms other than white and red cells were evident before Donn#{233}. In Hewson’s

and Andral’s3 works, references are made to certain white glohules and bodies

distinct from leukocytes and red corpuscles but of uncertain nature, occurrence and

identity.

At about the same time as Donn#{233}, Zimmermann described certain bodies which

he believed were the precursors of red blood cells. He called them “Elementar-

bl#{228}schen” and remarked on their tendency to gather in clumps. Zimmermann1

appears to have been among the first to use anticoagulants in the cytologic study

of blood. He bled a horse and collected the blood in a solution of 6 per cent mag-

nesium sulphate, equal parts of blood and solution. In this mixture he found what

were undoubtedly platelets.

Among the first attempts to attribute the origin of platelets to other blood

elements is the work of Schultze5 (i86�). He had observed in normal blood small

elements which he considered to be of protoplasmic nature. These had a strong

tendency to clump and form granular masses (“Kugel”) which he did not consider

identical with Zimmermann’s “elementar blaschen”; he thought they resulted

from the destruction of white corpuscles. Schultze’s hypothesis was corroborated

in 2872. and subsequent years by Riess,#{176}who maintained that during anemias and

cachectic states, the white corpuscles fragment and give rise to smaller corpuscles

which he called “zerfaliskorperchen” (disintegration bodies), analogous to the

‘Kugel” of Schultze, but differing from Zimmermann’s “Elementarbl#{228}schen.”

Throughout the third quarter of the past century one finds, here and there, what

were probably platelets described as bacteria.7 The morphologic variability of
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1074 HISTORICAL NOTES ON BLOOD PLATELETS

platelets, depending on the conditions of collection and observation of the blood,

was perhaps the reason for regarding them as extrinsic matter, peculiar to certain

pathologic conditions. In 1873, Vulpian8 noted the presence in the blood of color-

less corpuscles having the properties of sticking to the coverglass and accumulating

in clumps. In the same year, Ranvier#{176} observed in the center of the fibrinous net-

work that appears during coagulation of blood, granulations with tinctorial char-

acteristics different from those of leukocytes and erythrocytes. He advanced the
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FIG. 1. EXCERPT FROM DONN�S REPORT BEFORE THE PARIS ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (184L)
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FIG. 1. DRAWINGS BY WILLIAM OSLER ILLUSTRATING THE “ORGANISMS” HE OBSERVED IN THE

VENULES OF FRESHLY KILLED RATS (1874)

view that these masses probably determine the coagulation of blood, very much in

the same way as the crystal of a salt brings about the crystallization of a saturated

solution of that salt.

In 1874, Osler’#{176} pointed out that the “granular masses” of Schultze result from

the agglutination of small bodies which occurred as single units in the circulation. He

demonstrated, and his illustrations clearly showed for the first time, that these

granular masses occurred as single elements in the circulating blood (fig. i) and

came together when the blood was shed. Osler’s observations were carried out in

the venules of recently killed young rats, and mark the time when the platelet be-
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LEANDRO M. TOCANTINS 1075

gan to be held, not as an artefact or a by-product of a change in shed blood, but

as a normal constituent of the circulating blood itself.

A few years later, Hayem” pointed out that “ii #{233}xistedans le sang de tous les

vertebr#{233}s des petits elements qui ne sont ni des hematies, ni des globules blancs.”

He, however, believed that the elements represented primitive red corpuscles that

had not gone beyond a certain phase in their evolution; for this reason he called

them “hematoblasts.” Hayem attributed to the hematoblast a double function: it

was a coagulation accelerating agent (“le sang porte dans son sein un h#{233}mostatique

puissant’ ‘)lI and it played a role in the regeneration of blood, a conclusion based

on his observations on changes in the platelets after hemorrhage and in acute

diseases. Some of Hayem’s first studies were concerned with the evolution of the

red blood cells in the blood of oviparous and viviparous vertebrates. It was these

and subsequent studies that led him to consider the platelet as a precursor of the

red blood cell. Without the breadth of his training and experience it was, and is,

difficult to follow his views. Today, the available evidence makes it unlikely that

such a relationship between platelets and red blood cells exists, as claimed by

Hayem. The prevailing view of the origin of platelets renders it improbable that a

body that arises from fragmentation of the cytoplasm of megakaryocytes may later

be transformed into a red blood cell. Moreover, the morphologic features of the

precursors of red blood cells are now well established and differ substantially from

the platelet.

The existence of the platelet as a distinct element in blood within the vessels

was further confirmed by Bizzozero.’3’ 14 He seems to have been the first to observe

the platelet circulating in the blood of living animals. He stressed that the “granu-

lar masses” of Schultze were neither residues of white corpuscles which were de-

stroyed before or after collection of the blood, nor granulations of fibrin, as thought

by Ranvier. The masses were derived from special morphologic elements pre-exist-

ing in the blood, which he called “plattchen.” Bizzozero was probably influenced

by the expression “blaschen” (globule, vesicle) that had been previously used by

Zimmerman. It was Bizzozero13 who established securely the foundation for the

present day conception of the platelet as a distinct element of the circulating blood,

(“Einen neuen Formbestandteil des Blutes”) (i88i), and indicated the part it plays

in thrombosis. Before his work, the white thrombi were considered to be made

up principally of leukocytes.’5 By a number of ingenious experiments, Bizzozero

demonstrated that the white portion of these thrombi consisted almost exclusively

of platelets, gradually accumulated at a point in the vessel where the wall had

been injured or the circulation obstructed. Once accumulated in a mass, “in vivo”

or “in vitro,” the platelets underwent changes in appearance, became unusually

sticky, a phenomenon he designated as “viscous metamorphosis.” Bizzozero’s ob-

servations had the merit of having been made on the circulating blood of a living

animal (fig. 3). Osler’s observations were made on the vessels of dead animals; it

was perhaps because of this fact that, at the time of his report, Osler7 was not

quite clear in his mind whether these bodies might be bacteria. The title of&his

paper “An Account of Certain Organisms Occurring in Liquor Sanguinis”#{176} carried

that implication. The expression “plaquette” was not used by Bizzozero16 in his
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1076 IIISTORICAL NOTES ON BLOOD PLATELETS

work until 1891, and seems to have been introduced by Hayem’7 in 1883. Bizzozero

originally referred to these bodies as “petites plaques” or simply “plaques” (fig.

3). The English word “platelet” does not seem to have been used until later in the

i9th century. Osler’8 was among the first to translate Bizzozero’s expression “Blut

Pl#{228}ttchcn” as “Blood Plates” although he did not consider it a good descriptive

word. Other expressions used to designate these elements were “blood plaques,’

‘2’

. �

--I �-:� -�- -�

-� En exam inant- avec un objectif i� immersion le contenu de ces vaisseaux

veines ou capillaires) on arrive a ce r#{233}sultatsurprenant, qu’en r#{233}alit#{233}

a �Th! (l(’A’ illoliules row,e.c ci des qiobules blanc8 czrcule un troisi#{232}me

i�linieut ?norJ)/ioloqnJue (fig. 2. II est repr#{233}sent#{233}par de petites plaques �

tr#{232}s-p#{226}lesde Ia forme de disques it surfaces paralleles ou, plus rarement,

de lentilles ovales on rondos, dun diam#{232}tre#{233}galan tiers on a Ia moiti#{233}

de ccliii des globules rouges. Cos plaques sont toujours incolores et

.circulent dispersees irr#{233}guliCremeut entre les autres globi.iles, ne mon-

trant point (IC pr#{233}f#{233}rencepour la partie centrale plut#{244}tque pour Ia pai’tie

pfiriph�rique do courauL- Ordinairement elles sont isol#{233}eslee unes des

autre�, Ce qui ii�einp�clie pas cependant que. souvent on ne les trouve

r#{233}uhiies‘n ga’oupt’s plus On moms grands. Cette agglomeration est d#{233}j#{224}

Fio. 3. ILLUSTRATION AND TEXT IN BlzzozERo’s PAPER, DEMONSTRATING THE EXISTENCE OF

‘PETITES PLAQUES’ IN BLOOD \\1THIN THE VESSELS OF LIVING ANIMALS (i88i)

‘‘diskiets, ‘‘‘a’’ third corpuscles,’’20’ 21 ‘‘fugitive corpuscles,’’ “fugitive discs,’’

‘�invisihle colourless discs.”22 #{149}23

Among those who lent their support to the discovery of the new morphologic

element was William H. Howell who died in February 1945, after a career in physi-

ology extending over a half a century. His first paper corroborating and extending

l3izzozero’s observations was published in “Science” in 1884. � One of his last

papers proposing the lungs instead of the bone marrow as the principal source of

platelets appeared in 1937.23

Bizzozero’s monograph gave rise to much opposition from the pupils of A.

Schmidt26 and Lowit27 who adhered to the theory that the bodies designated as
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Fig. 1. Norinaler, achneller Biutatrom; axialer Character.
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LEANDRO M. TOCANTINS 1077

“Pl#{228}ttchen” by Bizzozero were derived from fragmentation of leukocytes. Much

of the disagreement and contradiction in papers that followed Bizzozero’s may be

attributed to technical difficulties that, even today, try the patience of those en-

gaged in the study of platelets. The many shapes and arrangements presented by

these bodies have confused some investigators, whose opinions rested mostly on

morphologic evidence obtained “in vitro.” Bizzozero also departed sharply from

�0

Fig. 2. Randatellung der Leucocyten, geringe Verlangsamung
der Circulationsgeschwindigkeit.

,_L/ I(� �“. �‘‘“ .� ‘�‘ #‘.‘

Fig. 3. Blutpl6ttchen a in des plasmatiachen Randzone.
Stark, Verlangsamung der Circulationsgeschwindigkeit. Abnahme

der Randeteliung der Leucocyten.

�**7- #{149}

Fig. 4. Stagnation. Nach A hvaiine rothe Thrombose;
nach B bin Communication mit einem strdmenden Gef#{228}.sse.

Plattchen a zum Thou verdndert (zackig).

F�. 5. Wandstltndiger Blutplitttchenthrombus.

FIG. 4. ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE PAPER BY EBERTH AND SCHIMMELBUSCH DEPICTING THE MODE OF

FORMATION OF PLATELET THROMBI (1885)

the view held by Schmidt26 that the fibrin ferment originated from the destruction

of leukocytes. Among the opponents of Bizzozero’s ideas were Weigert,28 who at-

tributed the findings of the Italian investigator to artefacts resulting from vessel

compression, circulatory disturbances and the anesthesia employed. Bizzozero

countered these objections by repeating and confirming his own observations on

the intact vessels of the wing of a living unanesthetized bat)6

Wooldridge29 on the basis of experiments with incoagulable bloods, especially

after the injection of peptone, believed that platelets were simply a precipitate of
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1078 HISTORICAL NOTES ON BLOOD PLATELETS

the globulin portion of the plasma (“Globulin Plattchen”) and not a distinct

element of the blood. Lowit27 supported Wooldridge’s contention and brought

out much evidence against the existence of the platelet. The idea that the platelet,

as such, does not exist in the blood is still encountered in modern texts,3#{176}a reper-

cussion of the observations of \Vooldridge. The observations of Bizzozero, were

later confirmed and extended by Eberth and Schimmelbusch3’ and Laker32 while

studying the circulating blood in the vessels of living dogs and other mammals.

Eherth and Schimmelbusch further pointed out that in blood within the vessels,

the corpuscles usually run in the center of the stream, the periphery being made

up of plasma alone (fig. 4). Slowing or stasis of the circulation is followed by
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FIG. �. TABLE GIVING THE RESULT OF THE FIRST ACCURATE PLATELET COUNTS BY HAYEM (1878)

migration of leukocytes and platelets to the periphery of the stream while red cells

remain in the center. In one particular, Eberth and Schimmelbusch differed from

Bizzozero. He believed that coagulation of the blood followed changes in the plate-

lets, while they considered the two phenomena concurrent, but independent of each

other. Eberth and Schimmelbusch described in the blood of oviparous animals nu-

cleated bodies (“spindeln,” spindle cells) that underwent changes similar to those

undergone by platelets during coagulation.

Attempts to count the number of platelets in the blood seemed to have been

made first in 1871 by Riess.#{176}Technical difficulties must have interfered with the

accuracy of his determinations for Riess found increases in the number of platelets

in diseases which we know today are accompanied by thrombopenia. He did, how-

ever, observe that in pernicious anemia there was a diminution, a point later con-

firmed by Osler.IS \Ve probably owe to Hayem” in 1878 the first accurate counts of

platelets (fig. s) The figure for the average number of platelets per cubic millimeter
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LEANDRO M. TOCANTINS 1079

of blood generally accepted today as representing the normal does not differ sig-

nificantly from that found by Hayem.

From a consideration of the facts brought Out by Bizzozero, Hayem’2 concluded

in i88z that the platelet thrombus played an important part in the arrest of bleed-

ing, and that a decrease or absence of platelets should result in disruption of the

mechanism of hemostasis. A year later (1883) Krauss33 reported in one form of

hemorrhagic disease, purpura hemorrhagica, a diminution in platelets followed by

an increase, after the hemorrhage ceased. In 1887 Denys34 confirmed this finding

and later Hayem35 actually counted only 61,ooo platelets per cmm. of blood in

a young patient with purpura. Hayem35’ 36 also drew attention to the large size

of the platelets and the soft quality and poor retractility of clots formed from the

blood of these patients, and attributed these defects to the decrease or absence of

platelets.

Hand in hand with the efforts of observers of the time in affirming or denying

the existence of the platelet as a distinct element, went attempts to trace the

source of the elusive bodies. Many held the view that they originated either from

nucleated red cells or from the red cells themselves. Engel37 derived the platelets

from the nuclei of normoblasts and Wlassov38 and Bremer39 believed they came

from disintegrated erythrocytes, and did not accept them as constituting a third

element of the blood. The bodies examined by Wlassov and Bremer must indeed

have been by-products of disintegration of erythrocytes, resembling platelets only

in form; the same bodies were later studied by Arnold40 in intravascular clots

and in blood allowed to stand outside the body for several hours. These ideas were

corroborated and in part amplified by Muller,4’ Determan,42 Maximow,43 and

Schwalbe.44 Antagonists of the theory that the platelet was derived from the de-

struction of red blood cells were Petrone,45 Sacerdotti46 and Dominici,47 who criti-

cized the view of Arnold and adherents of his theories, and pointed out that their

conclusions rested on artefacts from preparations of dried smears of blood. This

recurring source of confusion was partly due to the fact that differentiating stains

were, at the time, not generally available. It was not until the polychrome Ro-

manowsky stains and azure dyes began to be widely used, that it was possible

to separate the red-to-violet azurophilic granules of the platelet from all sorts of

granular material in and out of cells. Dominici47 introduced a new, and what proved

to be a partially correct, conception of the origin of the platelet. He held that plate-

lets were “organites,” that is, formed elements liberated by cells and lacking a

nucleus. As the “mother cells” of the platelets, he described mononuclear cells with

a protoplasm distributed in long pedicles which, when broken off, made up the

platelets. It is possible that this conception influenced the work of Wright.48 It

differs from his theory in only one respect: Wright showed that this fragmentation

took place from the cytoplasm of the megakaryocyte.

Two other workers of the Italian school came close to the solution of the prob-

lem of the origin of platelets. While studying the formation of the red blood cells,

Foa and Salvioli49 observed that the giant cell of the bone marrow, first described

by Bizzozero5#{176} in 1869, and later (189o) called megakaryocyte by Howell,5’ frag-

mented into many colorless hyaline bodies. Foa and Salvioli thought these cell

fragments were the precursors of the red blood cells. This view and Hayem’s ideas
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overlap at certain points, for Hayem thought that platelets (which we now know

were the cell fragments observed by Foa and Salvioli) were the precursors of eryth-

rocytes (“hematoblasts”).

Bizzozero’s conception of the platelet as an independent element of the blood

was soon carried even further by those who claimed for it cellular characteristics

common to most cells. Deetjen52 using osmic acid fixation, believed he had shown

that platelets had a nucleus and protoplasm. By special technics he also claimed

to have demonstrated that platelets send out protoplasmic processes similar to the

pseudopods sent out by leukocytes, a fact confirmed by Wright,’8 who saw some

of the pseudopods retract. The observations of Deetjen were supported by Deck-

huysen53 and Koppsch.54 These concepts influenced Deckhuysen perhaps to regard

the mammalian platelet as homologous to the nucleated spindle cells of inverte-

brates and oviparous animals, which behave, when the blood is shed, very much

FIG. 6. Co�� OF A COLOR PLATE IN WRIGHT’S ARTICLE (1910)

MegakaryoCytes bordering the sinusoids of the bone marrow and extending processes into the blood

current; fragmenting giant platelets.

like the mammalian platelet. This is why Deckhuysen called these cells in the

lower species, thrombocytes.

\Tassale55 and Foa and Carbone’6 were among the first to find platelets in the

spleen. Foa57 differed from Vassale regarding their presence in the lymph nodes;

Foa considered the hyaline bodies of the lymph nodes to be fragments of mono-

nuclear cells and not true platelets.

\Vright’s discovery in 190658 that the megakaryocyte of the bone marrow gave

rise to platelets by fragmentation of its cytoplasm was the next important develop-

ment (fig. 6). All those present when Wright exhibited his preparations agreed

that his demonstration was quite convincing.59 His views, however, were taken

up slowly by European investigators. Part of the reason for this might have been

the relative lack of clarity of the illustrations accompanying his first contribution

(I9o6).�� His arguments were strengthened by a later report in which the documen-

tation was clear and striking.48 With but a few exceptions, one by one, the leading

histologists of the world have come to accept his views.

It was probably due to Wright’s interest and stimulating influence that W. W.
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Duke became interested in the problem of platelets and their relation to abnormal

bleeding. Duke came under Wright’s influence early in his career, as a house officer

in the Massachusetts General Hospital. The role of the platelet in spontaneous

hemostasis, first clearly visualized by Hayem, was convincingly shown by Duke6#{176}

when he proposed the “bleeding time” of the skin as a test of a general tendency

to bleed. Duke showed that there existed a close correlation between the number

of platelets in the blood and the duration of the bleeding time. Apparently for the

first time, abundant clinical as well as experimental evidence was gathered in sup-

port of this relationship. Duke was responsible, perhaps more than any other con-

temporary author, for strengthening the concept of the role and importance of

platelets in disorders of hemostasis.
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